
Human Population Growth

Current evidence suggests that modern humans (Homo    sapiens      sapiens    ) 
evolved in Africa about 200,000        years ago and rapidly spread throughout the world. !
!
It has been suggested that it was our ancestor’s ability to learn         , communicate and 
manipulate their environment           that allowed them to be so successful. However, 
human population size was limited          by their nomadic          lifestyle. By 12,000 
years ago, it is estimated that there were about 5      million humans. !
!
It was not until plants and animals were domesticated  that human population size 
began to rapidly         increase. Large populations require a large, stable       food      
supply. The development of agricultural          techniques (like irrigation) and the 
selective cultivation of large seed grasses (grains         ) supported continued population 
growth. For example, corn    was bred from teosinte grass by the natives of 
Mesoamerica.!
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The agricultural                   revolution led to large human                 settlements in which 
population density was relatively high      . This increased the effect of density-
dependent factors such as disease    . Epidemic diseases such as measles, 
tuberculosis       , smallpox and the flu, spread quickly            through the population 
causing many deaths.!
The epidemic that has had the greatest effect on human populations is the         bubonic 
plague.          .It was caused by a bacteria (Yersina pestis), transmitted by the bite of 
fleas            and carried by rats           .  !
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The plague swept through Europe and China in the 14th century killing 25     million. 
The humans that survived had a natural resistance         to the pathogen (human 
populations recovered).!
!
By far the greatest increase       in  human population size has occurred in the last 300 
years due to the industrial        , scientific and medical           revolutions. New 
discoveries have increased food    production, the availability of resources and 
decreased illness and mortality          . All these factors tend to             increase 
population growth.!
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However, many of our practices have also depleted           natural resources and 
polluted the environment               .!
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